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WOMEN’S lacrosse: Virginia 7, UNC 15

Tar Heels look ahead
to Loyola in NCAAs

Women’s lacrosse hopes
to make their third
straight final four.
By Kelly Parsons
Sports Editor

For the No. 3 North Carolina
women’s lacrosse team, a trip to
the final four is no longer just a
dream — it’s an expectation.
After beating Virginia on
Saturday at Fetzer Field in the
first round of the NCAA tournament, the Tar Heels (14-5) are
just one win away from their third
consecutive final four appearance.
“We kind of have set the bar
for the future of UNC women’s
lacrosse,” senior Taylor Chumney
said. “It has now become not just
a hope to get to the final four, but
a goal each year that is expected...
because we know that we can do
it.”
UNC will host No. 6 Loyola
(Md.) on Saturday at 1 p.m. at
Fetzer Field in the second round

of the NCAA tournament.
Because the Tar Heels generally
play top-ranked non-conference
opponents during the regular
season, the squad is used to being
familiar with its tournament
opponents.
North Carolina hasn’t played
Loyola (17-2) since 2008, when
UNC beat the Greyhounds 13-9.
The team might not know
exactly what to expect, but North
Carolina is ready to roll with the
punches.
“We’re all really excited to play
someone new on our schedule
that we haven’t played this year,”
Chumney said. “I don’t think that
we know a lot about them as players, but our coaches will prepare
us well.”
Junior Becky Lynch said her
squad isn’t dwelling on the lack of
familiarity with their next opponent. Instead, she said the Tar
Heels are focusing on developing
their own game.
But after North Carolina’s
offensive performance against
Virginia, it seems UNC doesn’t

have any weak links.
Eight different Tar Heels
scored in their 15-7 win against
the Cavaliers, and sophomore
Kara Cannizzaro led North
Carolina with four goals. Senior
Corey Donohoe leads UNC in
scoring with 48 goals, but against
UVa. the attacker had just one.
Lynch said the offensive depth
will likely give North Carolina
an advantage against Loyola on
Saturday — and if the Tar Heels
can take home a victory against
the Greyhounds, that dynamic
offense could continue to aid
UNC in its quest for a national
championship.
“If you just have one or two
people that are scoring on attack, it
can be easy to shut us down and try
and shut off all options,” Lynch said.
“But it’s so awesome how even
if you’re shutting off one or two
people, that everyone on attack
can score and everyone can deliver when they’re asked to.”
Contact the Sports Editor
at sports@dailytarheel.com.

Album reviews

New Flecktones album
shows calculated chaos
By Tariq Luthun

Listeners will hear Fleck’s
claims echo throughout the album
as the band truly does build upon
the speedy, jazz-infused theme of
It’s been almost 20 years since
its third album.
they made an album together,
Rocket Science welcomes the
but the original members of Bela
listener with “Gravity Lane,” a
Fleck and the Flecktones do not
tune that opens with Fleck on
seem to have lost any of their
the banjo. The return of Howard
original magic.
The time-tested band has come Levy, one of the founding
members of the band, is appartogether once again in what will
ent when Fleck is backed by a
be the 12th original album under
melodic coupling of chimes and
the Flecktones moniker, and the
harmonica.
first to include all original band
The next track in the album,
members since 1992.
“Prickly Pear,” comes in with a
Fleck will perform with
heavy emphasis on the jazzy style
his Grammy award-winning
fans are accustomed to, someFlecktones at the North
thing that will bring a smile to
Carolina Museum of Art on
anyone within earshot. The song
June 4. He said that the band,
can best be described as a balance
which is accustomed to writbetween smooth strumming and
ing and recording its songs
while on tour, took advantage of a hook that features a calculated
level of chaos. The overall effect
downtime in order to work on
straddles the fine line between
the new album, titled “Rocket
obnoxious and genius extremely
Science.”
well.
“There was a little bit of shock
As the album progresses, the
when we first started, but quickly
it melted away and it felt like 1992 songs begin to slow down to a
more easygoing pace, utilizing the
was yesterday,” Fleck said in an
e-mail. “In fact, I feel that ‘Rocket keyboard to carry songs at a pace
suited best for sitting on a park
Science’ is much more a continubench, as opposed to the jiving
ation of ‘UFO-Tofu’ than ‘The
Hidden Land,’ which was released beat of “Prickly Pear.”
One of the inherent drawbacks
in 2006.”
Arts Editor

music review
“Rocket Science”
Bela Fleck and the Flecktones
Jazz

of solely instrumental albums is
that listeners might become weary
of the seemingly monotonous
style. But the Flecktones have
effectively worked out their songs
to avoid that repetitive aura.
To wrap up the album, the
band capitalizes on its pension
for fast-paced tunes with “Bottle
Rocket,” in which Fleck shows off
his prowess amid a wave of welltimed crescendos and accelerations.
The album, released May 17th,
is a must-have for anyone looking
for a sound that is both diverse,
and strangely familiar at the same
time.
“It’s almost like an alternate
time line, or parallel world,”
Fleck said. “Bela Fleck and the
Flecktones have been several different bands, and I am proud of
all of them.”
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On the wire: national and world news
Know more on today’s stories: dailytarheel.com/nationworld
››› Obama calls for peace in
Israeli-Palestinian conflict
LOS ANGELES (MCT) —
President Barack Obama on
Tuesday called for progress in
solving the conflict between
Israel and the Palestinians
as part of the wave of change
sweeping through the Mideast.
Speaking after a White
House meeting with Jordan’s
King Abdullah II, Obama said
resolving the Israel-Palestinian
conflict was vital. Obama is
scheduled to meet with Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu on Friday, a day after
he addresses the United States
on Middle East policy, including the pro-democracy uprisings
and related issues.
“We also discussed the situation with respect to the Israel and
the Palestinian conflict, and we
both share the view that despite
the many changes or perhaps
because of the many changes that
are taking place in the region, it
is more vital than ever that both
Israelis and Palestinians find
a way to get back to the table
and begin negotiating a process
whereby they can create two
states that are living side by side
in peace and security,” Obama
said.
“We will continue to ... encourage an equitable and just solution
for a problem that has been nagging the region for many, many
years,” the president added.
Peace efforts have been stalemated for months on questions
including the construction of
Israeli settlements, prompting
the Palestinians to consider going
to the United Nations in the fall
to seek official recognition for a
unilateral declaration of statehood. Complicating the situation
is a recent agreement designed
to heal the breach between the
Palestinian groups running the
West Bank and Gaza. The United
States, Israel and the West consider Hamas, which runs Gaza, to
be a terrorist group.
Last week, former Sen. George
Mitchell, the president’s special
envoy to the Mideast, abruptly
resigned. Violence, a constant
threat in the region, picked up
over the weekend.

mct/olivier douliery
President
Barack
Obama
meets
with
King
Abdullah
II of Jordan, left, in
›››
the Oval Office of the White House in Washington, D.C., Tuesday.

Gingrich forced to backtrack
on GOP Medicare reform

Queen makes first visit to an
independent Ireland

WASHINGTON, D.C. (MCT)
— Newt Gingrich’s presidential
candidacy is only days old, and
more than a decade after he last
campaigned for public office, he’s
clearly shaking off some rust.
On Tuesday the former House
speaker stepped up outreach to
conservatives in an attempt to
backtrack from comments he
made Sunday calling Rep. Paul
Ryan’s proposed changes to
Medicare “right-wing social engineering,” as Democrats sought
to use his remarks to attack the
party.
In a conference call with conservative bloggers, Gingrich said
he “used language that was too
strong” on NBC’s “Meet the Press,”
and that he was reaching out to
Ryan, R-Wis.
“My hope is to find a way
to work with the House
Republicans,” Gingrich said,
according to Matt Lewis of the
Daily Caller.
He also appeared on Bill
Bennett’s radio show, where he
was on the defensive from the
outset.
Ryan himself responded
Monday, saying in a radio interview of Gingrich’s remarks: “With
allies like that, who needs the
left?”

LONDON (MCT) — The
last time a British monarch set
foot in the south of Ireland, the
Emerald Isle was still a jewel in
his crown and its people were
still his subjects. The king was
George V, and his visit took
place a century ago.
On Tuesday, his granddaughter,
Queen Elizabeth II, became the
first of his successors to follow in
his footsteps — only this time she
came as the head of state of a foreign country, on an official visit to
a proudly independent republic.
Her historic four-day trip is
testament to the new reality of
Anglo-Irish relations, a seal on
the reconciliation of two nations
bound by a complicated and
bloody past. For decades after
Ireland gained its independence
from Britain in 1922, bitterness
marred the relationship across the
Irish Sea.
But ties between the two countries, each other’s closest neighbor, have matured and warmed
enough for them to treat each
other as equals. That, and the success of peacemaking in Northern
Ireland, paved the way for a royal
visit that would have been anathema not long ago to the many Irish
whose ancestors suffered under
Elizabeth’s.

Final four?
A fourth candidate entered the
mix in the search for a new journalism dean. See pg. 3 for story.
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and 3-by-3 box (in
bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.

Contact the Arts Editor
at arts@dailytarheel.com.

Solution to
last week’s puzzle

Amor de Dias’ debut is
soulful, but melancholy
By Tariq Luthun

peacefulness that has become a
rarity in the modern music scene.
The phenomenon can best be
Sometimes, life calls for slow,
heard in the album’s opening
melodic theme music to accomsong, “Foxes.”
pany you along your days — the
The first track is carried by
key word being sometimes.
a coupling of harp and piano,
The union of Alasdair MacLean creating a lulling harmony. Near
(of the band The Clientele) and
the end of the track, NunezLupe Nunez-Fernandez (of Pipas) Fernandez makes her first appearis both promising and experimen- ance on the album with deep,
tal. On Tuesday, the burgeoning
whispering vocals.
new group Amor de Dias released
The slow pace of “Foxes” is
its debut record, “Street of the
a precursor of more to come,
Love of Days,” in the U.S. under
which isn’t necessarily a good
Merge Records.
thing for this album. The music
The pair, who will visit
will be either hit or miss for lisCarrboro’s ArtsCenter tonight at
teners.
8 p.m. on tour with the folk-rock
The bilingual capabiliduo of Damon and Naomi, look
ties of Nunez-Fernandez give
to bring their interesting sound
the album a sense of diverwith them.
sity, as seen in the song “Late
The European influence in
Mornings,” which is one of the
Amor de Dias’ music is easmore upbeat numbers on the
ily identifiable through the vast
track list. The band could have
majority of the 15 tracks of “Street improved the album by feaof the Love of Days.”
turing more tracks like “Late
Utilizing a beautifully orchesMornings” or the album’s title
trated set of instruments rangtrack, “Street of the Love of
ing from harps to recorders, the
Days.”
pair captures an essence of eerie
The two members alternate
Arts Editor
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A bill in the N.C. Senate would
require construction of coastal
wind farms. See pg. 6 for story.

Healthy combination?
WakeMed Health and Hospitals
has offered to buy Rex Healthcare.
See pg. 7 for story.

Looking for a home

Development issues
Town Council will weigh freezing building permits at its meeting Monday. See pg. 4 for story.

“Street of the Love of Days”
Amor de Dias
Alternative

Contact the Arts Editor at
diversions@dailytarheel.com.

Coastal wind power

The University’s Student Artery
is seeking a new location for its
gallery. See pg. 6 for story.

music review

on vocals; MacLean provides
heavy contributions on some
songs, while Nunez-Fernandez
takes the helm on others. A
majority of the songs featuring
MacLean sound like something
on a movie soundtrack, particularly during a rainy-day scene.
Drawing more from MacLean’s
roots, “Street of the Love of Days”
is bold in its consistency, upholding a melancholy tone throughout.
With this release, Amor de
Dias is building a reputation
for creating a type of music that
can be best described as a niche
listen, where the listener would
best enjoy this music only at certain times.
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SERVICE PACKAGES. • ADDITIONAL PARTS AND SERVICE
MAY BE NEEDED AT EXTRA COST. • SEE MANAGER FOR
COMPLETE SERVICE DETAILS.
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Across
1 Colorless
5 Dairy Queen treat
9 1972 Olympics star Mark
14 Get a better int. rate,
perhaps
15 Genesis victim
16 Hidden repository
17 Qualify for
18 “Jeopardy!” creator Griffin
19 Clay who was the “Idol”
runner-up to Ruben
Studdard
20 Good place for a run
23 “Doesn’t bother me”
24 Logo on many a Richard
Petty race car
25 Inventor Whitney
28 Bug-loving org.
29 Lethargic
32 Schindler portrayer
34 Bad place for a run
36 Raced
39 Reuben bread
40 Hairpieces, slangily
41 Good place for a
run
46 “Portnoy’s
Complaint” writer
Roth
47 Sweet companion
48 Aptly named
Quaker cereal
51 Gloomy guy
52 Eastern
philosophy
54 Danshui River
capital
56 Bad place for a
run
59 It might end in a

sack
62 Molecule part
63 Singer with Crosby and
Stills
64 Lofty abode
65 Discipline with poses
66 Oklahoma tribe
67 Long (for)
68 Hostage-rescue acronym
69 Travel
Down
1 Attracted
2 Provides with more heat?
3 #1 Toto song that mentions
Kilimanjaro
4 Game played in a hall
5 Arthur’s castle
6 Passé wedding vow word
7 Soft ball
8 Lisa Marie’s dad
9 “Going under the knife”
knife
10 What dues need to be
11 “Gross!”
12 Pop __ question

13 Meditative sect
21 Love interest in the song
“Copacabana”
22 Sicilian volcano
25 Biblical twin
26 __ Island
27 Signs, as a deal
30 “The __ With the Dragon
Tattoo”
31 Chuckleheads
33 River through Aragon
34 1994 role for Jodie
35 Fiddling emperor
36 Common sitcom rating
37 Honolulu’s island
38 Reformer Jacob

(C)2011 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
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42 Inhabitant
43 Autumn birthstone
44 Horn & Hardart eatery
45 Neck-biting nickname
48 Morphine or codeine, e.g.
49 Muppet man
50 Sounded relieved
53 Signs off on
55 “You don’t have to remind
me”
56 Cooking instruction
57 Pack away
58 Forum attire
59 Chestnut’s stablemate,
perhaps
60 Wrangler competitor
61 401(k) alternative, for short

